2022 MODEL BLOWOUT!!! THE BEST PRICES ON 2023 MODELS!!
DON’T WAIT TO BUY YOUR NEW RV

Rates as low as 6.99%* 20% Off ALL In-stock Accessories - Now Thru September 30th
Schedule Your Seasonal Maintenance Now With Premier RV - Your Full Winterization Service
Center

(one year ago)

Premier RV llc. is celebrating its one year anniversary this September and we want to say thank you by offering
incredible blowout pricing on remaining 2022 models and some of the best pricing on new 2023 models and preowned RVS in the country.
We may be new, but we bring a wealth of RV experience. We are proud to have over 360 years of combined RVS
industry experience that is unmatched in the Midwest. From service, body, parts and sales, we provide “what
customers want and deserve”.
A special thanks to the over 200 families who have purchased RVs from us this introductory year and the
hundreds we were able to help in parts and service. A truly humbling accompishment considering we have only
been in a our new state of the art facility for 6 months.
Lastly, thank you to my team and second family at Premier and all that have helped make Premier RV successful.
This is truly an unbelievable group that have created an amazing dealership experience for our customers. Stop
in and see the difference.
Happy Camping,
Brad Thompson
owner

RV Closeouts!!!
Travel Trailers

160QB $18,981

$175*

170MB

(1197)

180 TH $20,791

$191*

(1245)

181BH $19,991

(1357/1358)

$19,981 $185*

$185*

191BHK

(1125/1196)

$20,991 $194*

(1313)

260BHSE $20,981 $193*
(#1019/1087,1162,1163,1164 $23,191 1188/1189 $23,391)

231FKKSE $27,991 $220**

251RSSE $27,791 $220**

(#1221/1186 $29,991)

(#1097)

271BHKSE $29,991 $237**

281BHSE $29,991

(#1100)

(#1220)

$237**

KZ Escape

E17 Hatch $22,891 $210*

E18 Hatch $27,991 $222**

E20 Hatch $26,991 $215**

(1116)

(#1117,1159,1160,1161)

(#1266)

KZ Connect

191MBSE $26,991 $214**

231BHKSE $29,981

(#1081, 1140 $26,991)

#1182 (#1181 $29,991)

241BHKSE $27,991 $217** 251BHK
(#1118/1183)

(#1228,1229,1271)

271BHKSE $33,991 $267**

281BHSE

(1184)

(1178/1354)

$33,881 $265**

$237**

261RB $38,991 $348**
(1198)

$35,891 $280**

291BHK

$41,891 $327**

(1275)

312BHKSE $39,991 $295**

313MK $49,991 $380**

(1180)

(1246)

Sonic 169VRK $25,991 $238*

211VRB $25,991 $236*

(1320/ #1272 $26,991)

(#1002/1204 $29,991)

Sonic 220VBH $29,991 $237**

Sonic 211VDB $31,991 $252**

(#1335)

(1301/1302)

Sonic 231VRK $29,991 $235** Sonic 220VRB $29,991 $235**
(#1136/1137)

(1173/1352 $31,991)

2913FK

$38,891 $299**

Sonic 231VRL $29,991 $235**
(#1225)

2903BH

$35,481 $260**

(1121/1150)

Ember Overland

171FB $38,991 $299**
(1271/1234 $39,991)

191MDB

$42,971 $336**

190MDB $43,791 $346**

(1285)

(1346)

281VBH $37,891 $292**

291VQB $42,751 $334**

(#1170/1190)

(#1294/1295)

Venture Sporttrek
251VRK $45,595 $356**
(#1297)

271VMB $48,598 $379**

Touring 302VRB $56,450 $438**

(#1298)

(#1165)

327VIK $46,791

$369**

(#1166/1303)

Arcadia 377RL –#1156

332VBH $44,991 $351**

(#1074/1076/1341-$46,991)

Touring 343VIB $57,691 $450**
(#1243)

$54,331 $414**

Fifth Wheels
Dutchmen Astoria

2503REF $48,991 $379**

2943BFH $44,991 $339**

(#1132)

(#1131)

25ML $49,991 $389**
(#1237)

30RL $48,991

$359**

(#1175/##1175 $54,411)

32BH $49,991
(#1046)

3190RL Limited $59,991 $479**
(#1176)

$389**

35BH $56,791

$449**

(#1305- #1386/1387$61,891)

3670FLS Limited $67,991 $526**

3370BH $53,891

$419**

(#1251)

286BHD $52,991 $399**
(#1227/1263)

256RKT $64,900

$490**

(#1264)

312RS $79,990

33RLT $79,995

$617**

(#1330)

$617**

390DS $78,891 $608**

(#1315)

(#1213)

3910RK $95,595 $608***
(#1256)

Toy Haulers - SPORTSMEN

180 TH $20,791

$191*

(#1357/1358)

250THSE $29,991 $235**

270THSE $31,611 $254**

(#1259/1280)

(#1279)

Sportster 331TH13 Fifth Wheel $61,991 $468**

29V $47,291 $335**
(#1040)

367 $72,991
(#1144)

$547**

430 FUZION $109,991 $766***
(#1265)

New 2023 Model- IN Stock/coming in September
Intech RV – complete all aluminum frame top of the line, lightweight trailers

Flyer Pursue $21,910
Flyer Explore $27,790
Luna $26,507

$199*
$224**
$212**

Sol Horizon $48,118 $388**

Sonic Lite
169VUD $28,991 $237**

150VRK $25,991 $220**

241RLK $34,991 $$269**

272FK $46,850 $379**

Connect

Stratus

281VFD $46,955 $379**

Sporttrek Touring

272VRK $ 51,950 $420**

343VBH $63,795

$470**

343VIK $65,950 $487**

Ember Tandem Axle with MAX solar

201FBQ $57,988 $420**

Avalanche Fifth Wheel

360FL $91,999 $641***

Not responsible for printing errors.
*WAC financing figured with 10% down plus tax & license fees 144months ** 180months ***240 months

